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A Hard Frost Cecil Day Lewis Background notes of poet Cecil Day Lewis was born in Ballintubber, in Ireland, in and died
in He was educated.

Though the poet was a bit disappointed that the frost melted so quickly, but he found out that after the frost
melted, it was also the time for new seeds to grow, it was shown by grip on the seed and lets our future
breathe. After using the imagery to show how beautiful the scene was, the poet also indicated that this scene
had only lasted for a short period of time, because after the sun rose, the frost melted. The dash in line 2
explains the outrageous theft that has occurred. It just keeps at it. It does not give up its task because it is
worrying the clods of earth which are holding the seeds tightly. Besides portraying the stunning scenery, the
poet also wanted to relate the transformation in nature to human life cycle. We can also see her love for her
son when she states, Comment on the word real line 16 in the context of the line and in the poem as a whole.
The 4 4 glittering and sparkling of he reflected frost creates a bright image but, as the speaker admits, this is
too brilliant to be true line 3. The most prominent imagery used was snow, for example, brilliant, white,
diamonds, bridal gear. He accuses the frost of theft as it has stolen away the expected scene and replaced it
with a fake. He has "had worse partings" yet no parting annoys him as much as this one: "but none that so
gnaws at my mind still". A child that has certain attributes of an adult at a very early age In this case the day is
sunny and bright and looks like it may be spring. All this indicates that the changeling is only pretending to be
spring. Explain the comparison of frost to a thief, used in the first line of the poem. No, not here Amid this
flounce and filigree of death Is the real transformation scene in progress, But deep below where frost
Worrying the stiff clods unclenches their Grip on the seed and lets the future breathe. Its Hard Use evidence
from the poem to formulate your response. Give quotes to support your answer? Usually the forest in Winter
gave people a sense of cruelty, harshness and lifeless, but after having a white frost coating on the dead trees,
mountains, everything seemed to become glamorous and attractiveAlso, personification was used, like the dry
and dead forest coating with shiny, white frost was personified as a raw country maid wearing a borrowed
bridal gear for a few hours. The Hard Frost' by C. The frost is a fairy or magical creature who has come
secretly in the night and taken away the winter countryside the poet knows well, leaving in its place what
looks like early spring. No way A number of people One or two How Fry Instant Word List First Instant
Words the had out than of by many first and words then water a but them been to not these called in what so
who is all some oil you were her sit that we would now it when make find he. Also, personification was used,
like the dry and dead forest coating with shiny, white frost was personified as a raw country maid wearing a
borrowed bridal gear for a few hours. What has happened to the elms behind the house? What does the
adjective Hard in the title tell you about this frost? Pay attention to the underlined words. The poet feels that
the frost is a cheat and a tease. Surely everyone has seen frost on grass? Why does the poet call all that he has
described as such beauty up till then this flounce and filigree of death line 15? The alliteration of flounce and
filigree line 15 suggests the disapproving tone of the speaker. Despite the glittering beauty, from the outset the
speaker points out that this appearance is deceiving. White lilac is on the window pane so it appears as a
pattern which is flat and two dimensional; the grass blades are so coated with frost they have become furry,
seemingly soft but bumpy to the touch, while the may-bush is like a softly spreading snowdrift on the hedge.
More for show than of real substance Though the changes are noticeable above the ground the real changes are
happening below. How effective is it? Perhaps this has happened after rain, when everything is very wet and
more susceptible to frosting. As a raw country maid wasnt that beautiful, but, after she wore the white bridal
gear, she shined brightly. Explain your answer. Why is there a colon at the end of line 3? The poet wanted to
show the contrast between the forest before and after coating with the frost by personifying it, to make the
shape contrast stood out from the poem to get readers attention. As the sun rises the frost sparkles on the grass
like diamonds carelessly thrown around. Usually the forest in Winter gave people a sense of cruelty, harshness
and lifeless, but after having a white frost coating on the dead trees, mountains, everything seemed to become
glamorous and attractive Besides portraying the stunning scenery, the poet also wanted to relate the
transformation in nature to human life cycle which lies beneath the cold and snow. That was before the war.
Lewis By dorakhy Jan 21, Words Cite This poem was a poem describing the beautiful scene the poet saw one
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day he woke up in winter morning. The poet wanted to show the contrast between the forest before and after
coating with the frost by personifying it, to make the shape contrast stood out from the poem to get readers
attention.


